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Latin Jazz, salsa, flamenco, bossa and peruvian 11 MP3 Songs LATIN: Latin Jazz, LATIN: Salsa Details:

Mirayda is an outstanding singer songwriter who has a powerful voice and a passionate style. This

attractive Peruvian born is also a hard working artist who made it possible to produce her lavish debut

album with well known top quality musicians* Miraydas album LATIN LOVER is a new proposition of Latin

Jazz, a fusion of rhythms, influenced by Caribbean, Brazilian, Andean, Mediterranean, American Jazz

and Classical elements. The lyrics and melody of ten of the eleven songs composed by Mirayda, are

engaging yet sensitive and impregnated with all her heart desires and feelings that are simply expressed

through her voice. LATIN LOVER begins with Amor Sobrenatural a piece of refined Latin Jazz at its best

followed by main theme Latin Lover that will urge you to dance with his sassy lyrics and lots of flavor.

Esperandote provokes an indecent proposal with striving crescendos. Macho Latino talks about the

irresistible Latino man and merges sinuous Caribbean tempo and pop. Estaras en mi Alma is a

sophisticated ballad with an allusive story and dreamy arrangements. Sounding flamenco Quiero Vivir

expresses her concern for Mediterranean Middle Eastern immigration to America. Miraydas biographical

song Tan Claro el Recuerdo evokes the Peruvian vals, revealing Miraydas skills of classical songwriting

based on authentic experiences. Falling also into Afro-Peruvian folk Miraydas Tun Tun Asi is whats called

festejo reflecting one more time her versatile songwriting ability, this song breaks into a delirious

guaguanco. Her exquisite talent comes bold on Este Coqueteo a sumptuous expression of tropical song.

Miraydas influence of Brazilian sounds is portentous with her subtle way of singing her Quiero Despertar

Contigo with candid lyrics and mellow bossa beat. Lagrimas Negras an old Cuban song, couldnt have

been interpreted better than this superb version duet of Mirayda and guest Mr. Melcochita. Miraydas

debut album LATIN LOVER is absolutely a compelling production that raises the standards for the Latino
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Music. *LATIN LOVER counts with the best musicians in town Luis Conte, Carlos Del Puerto Jr., Jimmy

Branly, Rafael "Chato" Rios, Fabrizio Gazzola, Francisco Cambeyro, Pablo Mendez, Francisco Torres,

Raymundo Somellao, Elsa Maria Medina, Conrad "Coky" Garcia, Yalil Guerra plus guest Melcochita.
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